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The Vodka-Red-Bull Placebo Eﬀect
People take more risks when downing caffeine-and-alcohol cocktails—but only if
they know what they’re drinking.
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Mixing an energy drink with alcohol might seem fairly innocuous, but it has been
linked with ugly tendencies. A 2013 study found that people were twice as likely to
be involved in an alcohol-linked car wreck or a sexual assault if they consumed an
energy-drink-and-alcohol cocktail, compared to those who drank just alcohol. In
2010, the FDA banned the sale of pre-packaged caﬀeine-and-alcohol drinks, citing
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/06/caffeineandalcoholplacebo/529641/
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the possibility that caﬀeine might mask alcohol’s eﬀects, making people drink too
much, too fast.
A new study suggests that a psychological eﬀect may be involved in riskier behavior
after consuming energy-drink cocktails. People feel and act much drunker if their
drink is labeled “vodka-Red Bull cocktail” than if the exact same drink is labeled as
something else, found marketing researchers from Paris’s INSEAD business school
and the University of Michigan. Furthermore, if the subjects already believed the
mixture made you drunker, the eﬀect was stronger.
For the study, 154 young Parisian men were asked, among other things, whether
they believed energy drinks intensiﬁed the eﬀects of alcohol. Each drank the same
cocktail of vodka, fruit juice, and Red Bull Silver Edition, but a third of the drinks
were labeled as “vodka cocktail,” a third as “fruit juice cocktail,” and a third as
“vodka-Red Bull cocktail.”
After they downed their drinks, the subjects were given three tasks. First, they
played a gambling game on a computer, in which they won money each time they
inﬂated a balloon a little farther, but each inﬂation came with a chance the balloon
would pop and they would lose everything. Second, they were shown photographs
of 15 women and asked whether they’d approach each in a bar and whether they
thought they would get her number (the subjects were all heterosexual). Finally,
they ﬁlled out surveys describing how drunk they had felt during the experiment
and how long they would wait before getting behind the wheel to drive, among
other points.
The results showed a clear trend. The vodka-Red Bull group—who, just to remind
you, drank exactly the same thing as everyone else—reported feeling much drunker
and took more risks than the others, with a 12-percent increase in pumps to the
balloon. They were also more conﬁdent when it came to approaching women,
expressing greater certainty of getting their numbers. In fact, the vodka-Red Bull
group focused strongly on the ﬁve women who were rated the most beautiful of the
15 (ranking was done by a separate group beforehand). “No one thought they were
beyond their league,” Pierre Chandon, one of the study’s authors at INSEAD, says
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of this group. “People who had the same drink with fruit juice, they thought these
same women were beyond their reach and were much less likely to go after them.”
In all these measures, the eﬀects were stronger in men who said in the surveys that
they believe mixing energy drinks and alcohol intensiﬁes the eﬀects, and that
alcohol makes you take risks and reduces inhibitions. That suggests that the altered
behavior, says Chandon, “is not because of what [the drink] contains, but because
of what you believe it does to you.”
This connects to a large body of research indicating a placebo eﬀect is at play in
how we respond to alcohol. While it is sometimes diﬃcult to set up experiments
correctly—alcohol has a hard-to-mask taste, and its absence can be recognizable to
subjects—people told they are drinking booze report feeling more drunk than
controls consuming the same non-alcoholic beverage. People drinking beer that’s,
unbeknownst to them, non-alcoholic, report feeling more charming and attractive
than people knowingly consuming it. (Sober observers watching videos of their
behavior, however, did not agree.) Exactly which behaviors a placebo eﬀect may
alter, and in what way, seems to depend on a number of factors, though. Some
research indicates that placebo subjects can be more alert to the potential eﬀects of
alcohol and thus more careful.
In fact, the current study found that men who saw the vodka-Red Bull label would
wait longer before getting behind the wheel than other subjects. And again, the
eﬀect was stronger in men who believed that mixing the two made them more
potent. “We cannot say [seeing] ‘Red Bull’ increases risks across the board,” says
Chandon. “It depends on the kind of risk.” Perhaps what we’re seeing here, he
suggests, is that there were some men in the sample who felt that alcohol gave them
a license to act wild. But a car accident is never a desirable outcome, and so they
may have exerted greater control over that particular risk.
Furthermore, the successful branding that the manufacturers of Red Bull have
engaged in—from their ads, with the “Red Bull gives you wings” slogan, to the
extreme sports competitions they sponsor—may be inﬂuencing not just whether
people decide to buy the product, but how they respond to its name on the label of a
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/06/caffeineandalcoholplacebo/529641/
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cocktail, says Chandon. Its image, he means, is not that of a soothing beverage that
helps you stay calm. “That’s not what people believe,” he says, and that matters
when it comes to how they interpret its eﬀects.
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